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Artist Statement – Bo-ja-gi, 1997 – 2002
Bo-ja-gi (Korean Wrapping Cloths) were made by common Josun women who gathered up bits and 
pieces of existing cloths to created a patchwork large enough to wrap gifts or to cover individual lac-
quer dinner tables. Motifs relating to Neo-Confucian beliefs are often embroidered onto these materi-
als, hence these common objects rise to the realm of the profound intellectual history of Korea. 
In my series entitled, Bo-ja-gi, I have synthesized the design of the Bo-ja-gi and the structure of On-
dor, (the traditional Korean floors built from layers of rice-paper on top of a stone ground). The unique 
application of the rice-paper over sand-paper creates a surface that alludes to On-dor. Often these 
works are reminiscent of ink paintings. However, the dark tones are pulled forth from the ground 
which is the reverse of ink painting. 


